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Sample Editing Checklists
The editing process is defined by milestones in a documentation project’s schedule. Note that the process defined here might need to be altered to fit the particular needs of a project and its schedule pressures. Following the “Editing Milestones” section, the basic levels of edit and other editing tasks are outlined. Note that the levels of edit only map roughly to editing milestones.
Note that it is usually preferable to make an edit in a document, but only if you are knowledgeable about the material. On the other hand, if you are uncertain, it is best to insert an annotation or comment stating your concern and suggested change.

Editing Milestones
Table 1 lists and describes the various editing stages used by professional technical editors. Note that most projects do not include all of these stages, and that some editors perform all of these stages at different times.
Table 1   Editing Milestones
Editing Task
Description
When
Developmental Edit
Includes a complete developmental edit, as described in the “Developmental Edit” section of this document. 
After the spec doc is complete and the document is underway.
Full Edit
Depends on the stability of the content. 
	Varies from a complete line edit on a stable file to a second dev edit on a file that is still is process.

Sometimes includes a complete line edit, as described in the “Line Edit” section of this document.
Includes testing and resolving legal or embarrassing issues before the document is released to beta customers.
After writing is complete, following first technical review. 

2nd Full Edit 
A second full edit is added when editor, writer, and project manager agree a second full edit is needed.
Always includes a complete line edit as described in the “Line Edit” section of this document. Editor considers the chapter final after this pass.
After writer’s incorporation of first full edit.
Incorporation of Full Edit
Writer and editor do accept/reject passes of changes and comments, and then conduct a query session to discuss changes and rejected changes.
After full edits.
Also occurs after all other edit passes.
Final Edit
Edits on technical-review changes only.
After final technical review.
Copy Edit
Includes a complete copyedit as described in the “Copy Edit” section of this document.
After final edit.
Incorporate Copyedit
Primary editor and writer coordinate to incorporate copyedit changes.
After copyedit.
 
Developmental Edit
Developmental editing is performed during the dev-edit pass when a document is being drafted, and during the first full edit pass when a document needs more organizational revision than line-level work. Consider whether you have high-level feedback that could help the writer progress with the content even if the document isn’t ready for a complete edit.
The developmental edit consists of a complete pass on the document for high-level structural and organizational elements. Global (that is, document-wide rather than specific) line-level issues, such as tone/voice, coherence, clarity, and repetition, are typically noted in global comments or annotations to the writer. At this point, the editor makes few, if any, line-level edits in the document. Table 2 details this editing pass.

Table 2   Developmental-Edit Checklist
Element
Description
Organization
Organization on the heading, paragraph, and sentence level is clear and logical and maps to any content guidelines. Use global comments to address issues on the paragraph and sentence level rather than inline edits.
Consistency
Content is consistent with other content in the series of publications (or chapters in a book) and in the document specification.
Focus
Topic is on focus throughout, from headings down to sentences.
Logic
Ideas are complete and clearly stated.
Flow
Content moves smoothly from beginning to end, and includes transitions between ideas, paragraphs, and sentences.
Tone/voice
Tone/voice fits nature of the information, the reader, and project’s style guide.
Coherence
Content makes sense. Use comments rather than edits to point out issues.
Clarity
Complex technical concepts are explained in the most logical and straightforward way possible. Use comments rather than edits to point out issues.
Repetition
Repetition is only used to help the reader understand, and isn’t overdone.
Headings
Check headings for organization, wording, parallelism, hierarchy, heading stacks, and ensure that they are task-based where necessary.
Terminology
Create a list of terms or begin a glossary, to ensure terms are properly defined later. Also check consistency, style, acronyms, and so on. This is addressed in more detail during full edit when content is more complete.
Art
Art is relevant, logically placed, and consistent. Edit draft art and suggest addition or deletion of art where necessary.
Comments
Address writer's questions to editing.

Although it is best to edit the art during this stage so that you can consider it in the context of your developmental edit, be aware that sometimes writers create art later.


Line Edit
Line editing is performed:
	During full edit passes, unless the document requires substantial dev editing.

During the final edit pass. During this pass, line edits are done only on changed content unless the team agrees otherwise.
Before a technical review.
A line edit is a sentence- and paragraph-level pass for grammar, style, and terminology issues. Additionally, editors cover the issues outlined in Table 3.
Table 3   Line-Edit Checklist
Task
Description
Grammar
Correct grammatical mistakes.
Passive Voice
Revise passive sentences to make them active, where appropriate.
Lists
Check that bulleted, numbered, procedure, and terminology lists are used and styled appropriately.
Headings
Check that headings are used appropriately; check for organization, parallelism, “orphans,” and so on.
Tables and Figures
Check that table and figure numbers are consecutive. Check that table and figure titles and captions are title capped, are phrases (as opposed to complete sentences), and that they accurately and concisely describe the table or figure.
Cross-References 
Check that cross-references are accurate and relevant, and create links.
Terminology
Research technical terms and acronyms for consistency, accuracy, and inclusion in a larger project’s glossary or index. Ensure that new terms are appropriately defined in the text. Compare definitions with other book or series definitions, and ensure published definition is consistent and the best one available. 
Formatting
Check for and fix obvious formatting issues. If project doesn’t have a production department, ensure all formatting is correct and fits style guide.
Art
Edit art and make sure the most recent art is inserted in the file.
Legal
Check for legal issues.
Special Sections
Use editors who are technical experts to assist you in editing highly technical sections that you don’t understand or aren’t comfortable editing.
Others
Check for issues listed in the Copyedit Checklist if this edit pass includes a copyedit.

Copy Edit
Copyediting is done after final technical review and final edit but before the project reaches the sign-off stage. Copyediting usually includes a couple of quick passes and one thorough, line-by-line edit of the entire document. Use this checklist for the tasks of each pass, but not for details about specific styles and guidelines. For specific style information, follow the guidelines in your project’s style guide, dictionaries, and other guide books. Also consult the Manual of Style appropriate to your field.
Table 4 details the copyediting process.

Table 4   Copyedit Checklist
Item
Headings
Spelling, capitalization, and wording in headings is correct according to style guidelines.
Heading levels follow guidelines and are in sequence.
Tables and Figures
Spelling and capitalization is correct in figures, figure captions, table titles, and column headings.
Auto-numbering is correctly applied to tables and figures.
Each table and figure is introduced in the preceding text with the correct table or figure number.
The figure captions are worded according to style guidelines.
Callouts
Note, Important, Caution, Warning, Sidebar, and other styles are styled and used correctly.
Lists
Bulleted list, numbered list, and procedure styles are styled and used correctly.
Numbered lists start with 1 and are numbered sequentially. 
End punctuation for each item in lists follows guidelines.
Word usage
Acronyms are spelled out at first mention (if appropriate) and are used correctly according to style guidelines.
New terms are italicized or otherwise called out when defined in context.
In general, all terminology and word usage conforms to guidelines. Some examples:
	Can or might  instead of may. (“May” is about permission.)
	Because instead of since as appropriate. (“Since” is time-related.)
	Which and that are used correctly. Which is preceded by a comma when it begins a restrictive clause.
	Non- and re- are not hyphenated, except when preceding a proper noun or when the term would otherwise be misread.
	All the other word-choice and grammar items listed in Blake & Bly and other style guides.
Grammar, Clarity, and Sense
Simple present tense instead of future tense, where appropriate.
Grammar is correct.
No noun stacks.
Parallel wording, especially in procedures and lists.
Sentences that are difficult to understand or are poorly organized should be marked with a comment or annotation, or suggest revisions if time allows.
Punctuation Odds and Ends
In general, all punctuation and usage of non-breaking spaces conforms to guidelines. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:
	One space after periods. 

Non-breaking spaces between units of measurement and numbers, such as between 64 and megabytes in 64 megabytes.
Compound adjectives use an en-dash instead of a hyphen.
	Ensure that punctuation is not bold or italic, even if it follows a bold or italic word in text. 

Non-breaking spaces between the word Table or Figure and the number, such as between Figure and 2 in Figure 2. (In Microsoft Office, use CTRL+SHIFT+SPACE to insert a non-breaking space.)


